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Abstract 
First-principles total energy calculations and experimental measurements were performed to          
study the surface reconstructions of the magnetostrictive Fe​3​Ga alloy. The magnetostrictive           
behavior was evaluated in the bulk by compressing and stretching its lattice parameter. Results              
demonstrate two thermodynamically stable surfaces, the 1×1 and 3×1 reconstructions. The 1×1 is             
an ideally FeGa terminated surface whereas the 3×1 is also FeGa terminated but it has a                
first-layer Fe atom substituted by a Ga atom every three unit-cells, forming stripe-like domain              
patterns. Tersoff–Hamann scanning tunneling microscopy simulations were obtained and         
compared with experimental results. We found good agreement between theory and experiment,            
in which the distance between rows is ~12.3 Å. The substrate-induced strain increases the              
stability of the 3×1 reconstruction. Here we have demonstrated that Ga/Fe atomic exchanges lead              
to the stripe-like domain patterns. ​Clarification of the atomic reconstructions present on the             
magnetostrictive Fe​3​Ga alloys is an important step towards the understanding of its surfaces and              
poses this system as a potential candidate to be used as part of perpendicular magnetic tunnel                
junctions due to the existing perpendicular magnetic anisotropy effect when grown on different             
substrates. 
 
 
 
 1. Introduction 
The study of magnetism and magnetic materials is not something new to the scientific              
community. Although magnetism can be considered as a well-studied phenomenon, there is            
current research on the topic regarding magnetic fluids, magneto electrochemistry, and magnetic            
materials’ properties [1].  
Two properties in particular - magnetostriction and its reciprocal effect magnetoelasticity           
- have a particularly wide variety of applications. The ability to change its magnetization when               
applied a strain and vice versa allows a particular material to be used to create wireless, passive                 
sensors that can detect applied force [2], pressure [3], stress [4] and even strain [5]; all of which                  
can then be applied in technological devices. Particularly in the medical field, magnetoelastic             
sensors have been used to measure the load on biomedical implants and devices [6], as well as to                  
monitor the strain on a bone plate [7], the degradation of artificial bones in-vitro [8,9] and the                 
tensile force on sutured wound sites [10], to mention some examples. But that’s not it, by using                 
electrodeposition as a means of producing coatings on magnetostrictive materials one can also             
create sensors for many different chemicals. Some of the chemicals that these sensors can              
successfully detect are carbon dioxide [11], ammonia [12], glucose [13], ricin [14], avidin [15]              
and staphylococcal enterotoxin B [16]. Additionally, because of its mechanical response to a             
magnetic signal, magnetostrictive materials may also be used as actuators for precision            
machining tools [17, 18, 19]. A changing magnetic field can be used in conjunction with a                
magnetostrictive material to produce vibrations. Such vibrators have already been looked upon            
[20, 21, 22] and they can be used in a varying range of applications. Anything from machining                 
hard materials [23] or structural vibration control [24, 25] to making a motor [26, 27]. 
Among the magnetic alloys, galfenol (Fe​100−x​Ga​x​) and alfenol (Fe​100−x​Al​x​) are newer alloys            
that have more desirable mechanical properties than Terfenol-D (Tb​x​Dy​1−x​Fe​2​), i.e. the most            
commonly used magnetostrictive material in engineering [28]. Both galfenol and alfenol’s most            
common structures have a BCC lattice, with <100> as the magnetic easy axis for              
magnetostriction and demonstrate sufficient ductility for the former sensor and actuator           
applications [29]. In the past couple of years, there have been many studies regarding galfenol’s               
magnetic and mechanical properties [30, 31, 32, 33]. In one of them in particular, Andrada-Oana,               
et. al. [34] analyzed the FeGa growth to achieve a deeper understanding of the change in                
magnetic properties when depositing it on various substrates. Stripe-like domains as well as             
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy appeared when deposited on different substrates. Although          
interesting results emerged, no explanation of the atomic arrangements at the interface and             
surface has been assessed yet. Establishing the atomic arrangements of the possible surface             
reconstructions is a starting point to understand the interface formation and the change in              
magnetic properties due to the strain induced by the substrate since from a realistic point of view,                 
the surface must be considered when analyzing the interface formation. The existence of atomic              
reconstructions at the surface may govern the way atomic arrangements at the interfaces are              
formed. In this paper, we aim to first describe the surface and to do that we have used density                   
functional theory together with a thermodynamic stability analysis to describe the surface            
reconstruction responsible for the stripe-like patterns seen in the experimental STM images. 
Results indicate two stable surface reconstructions: an ideal 1×1 FeGa terminated surface            
and a 3×1 FeGa terminated reconstruction with an atomic Ga/Fe exchange (a Ga atom takes an                
Fe atom’s place on the surface) every three unit-cells, leading to the formation of Ga channels, as                 
evidenced in the calculated STM images, which perfectly agree with the experimental STM             
images. The magnetic properties of both surfaces are discussed as well. The rest of the paper is                 
organized as follows: In section 2, we describe the methodology, section 3 is devoted to present                
and discuss the results, and finally, in section 4, we make some important conclusions and               
perspectives. 
  
2. Methodology 
 
Spin-polarized calculations were performed using the Plane-Wave Self-Consistent Field code as           
implemented in the Quantum ESPRESSO package [35]. The exchange-correlation energy was           
calculated based on the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) by employing the           
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization [36]. Ultrasoft scalar-relativistic      
pseudopotentials [37] were used on all of the calculations. By performing a minimum-energy             
optimization, the kinetic energy cutoff for wavefunctions and charge density were set to 45 and               
360 Ry, respectively. The atomic relaxations and self-consistent calculations were performed           
using Brillouin-zone Monkhorst-Pack Γ-centered grids [38] of 10 × 10 × 10 k-points for the               
bulk, and 10 × 10 × 1 and 3 × 10 × 1 k-points for the (1 × 1) and (3 × 1) surfaces, respectively.                         
Methfessel-Paxton broadening [39] with a smearing width of 1 × 10​-2 Ry was used. The bulk                
structure was fully optimized and the lattice parameters used for the rest of the paper are ​a, c ​=                   
4.10, 5.81 Å for the D0​3 ​phase; which were in excellent agreement with the reported values ​a, c ​=                   
4.10, 5.79 Å. [40]. The improved tetrahedron method as implemented by Blöchl, et. al. [41] for                
Brillouin zone integrations was used for total and projected Density Of States (DOS)             
calculations. The magnetic moment of each atom was analyzed for the D0​3 phase at strains               
ranging from -0.01 to 0.03 both iso and anisotropically. Surface Formation Energy (SFE)             
formalism adapted from Qian, Martin, and Chadi [42] was used to determine the most stable               
surface reconstruction. Finally, STM images as implemented by Tersoff-Hamann [43] were           
obtained for the most stable surfaces at 4 Å with a bias voltage of +2.0 V, as utilized in [34]. 
3. Results and Discussions 
3.1. Structural, electronic and magnetic properties of the Fe​3​Ga bulk structure 
In [34] it was hypothesized that the observed Fe​3​Ga film deposited onto MnN was a               
mixture of ordered phases close to the Ga concentration used (%at. Ga ~ 23.6). By referring to                 
the Fe​3​Ga phase-diagram [44], these phases could either be B​2​, D0​3​, or a mixture of ordered L1​2                 
with disordered A​2 phases. The B​2​-phase was discarded due to its instability below 650°C [40]               
since the surfaces were obtained by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) at temperatures between             
360 ​​and 420 °C. Formation of equilibrium FCC ordered L1​2 phase starts after four hours               
annealing at 350 °C [45]. The film thickness reported on [34] was approximately 4.8 ± 0.4 Å and                  
the typical MBE growth rate is approximately 1 Å/s (one atomic layer per second) [​46​].               
Therefore, we may estimate that growth time was much less than the required to form the L1​2                 
phase, leaving the D0​3​-phase as the main candidate to explain the observed row structure. 
The Fe​3​Ga bulk structure was studied for the D0​3 phase, which has a face-centered              
tetragonal (FCT) structure [40], see Figure 1a. Non-magnetic (NM), antiferromagnetic (AFM),           
and ferromagnetic (AFM) configurations were tested during the structural relaxation. The bulk            
energies were compared and the FM order was found to be the most stable one, whereas the NM                  
and AFM are less stable by 1.22 eV/Fe​3​Ga unit and 0.25 eV/Fe​3​Ga unit, respectively (Figure 1b).                
These results agree with the literature, as it is well known that Fe-Ga alloys behave as                
ferromagnets [47]. 
As for the electronic properties, the calculated spin-polarized DOS in Fig. 1c shows that              
most of the spin-up states are located below the Fermi level, in clear asymmetry with the                
spin-down states, therefore confirming the ferromagnetic behavior. The projected DOS show that            
the main contribution to the states near the Fermi level comes from the Fe d-orbitals (particularly                
the d​xz,yz orbitals), with almost zero-contribution from Ga atoms to such states. Note that the D0​3                
structure is formed by alternating Fe and FeGa layers, which leads to the presence of two kinds                 
of Fe atoms, Fe(1) and Fe(2). Fe(1) is related to the FeGa layer and Fe(2) to the Fe layer. Note                    
the hybridization between Fe(1)-d and Ga-p orbitals (green dashed and red lines, respectively).             
These results also come in agreement with the literature [40]. Since Fe atoms have different               
chemical surroundings, a difference in the magnetic moments is to be expected.  
We now proceed to analyze the magnetostrictive behavior of the D0​3 (Fig. 1d)             
considering that in [34] Fe​3​Ga is grown on MgO, MnN, and Mn​3​N​2 substrates. Such substrates               
will generate different lattice mismatches (between 2.5% and 3%). The D0​3 ​was strained up until               
the 3% strain value, which includes all the possible substrate-induced strains. For the sake of               
completeness we compressed the system in 1% to study the magnetic moments’ behavior.             
Isotropic and anisotropic (in-plane) strains were analyzed. It is clear in both that the magnetic               
moments increase linearly with the strain within the examined region. Notoriously, Fe(1)’s            
magnetic moment is always greater than Fe(2)’s for the examined region. This phenomenon is              
also associated with the weak Fe-Ga hybridization on the Fe(2). The magnetostrictive behavior             
of Fe​3​Ga alloys could be due to the presence of nonbinding Fe d-states around the Fermi level (as                  
shown in Fig. 1c). To see a more detailed explanation of this phenomenon please see Zhang and                 
Wu [48]. The different row-like patterns experimentally found on a sample deposited onto AFM              
MnN (which induces a strain of ~3%) [34] are not formed due to the magnetostriction of the                 
Fe​3​Ga alloy nor to the lattice mismatches induced by the different substrates. It is more likely to                 
be a series of surface reconstructions. The assessment of this idea is discussed in the following                
sections. 
3.2. Stability of the Fe​3​Ga(001) surfaces through the SFE formalism 
In order to consider all the possible surface terminations and surface reconstructions, we             
used Fe-only terminated 2×1 and FeGa-terminated 3×1 surface unit cells. As previously            
mentioned, the surfaces were grown experimentally in [34] via MBE at temperatures between             
360 and 420 °C. Taking into consideration all the possible defects that may arise, both surface                
reconstructions had either substituted or adsorbed atoms, as illustrated in Fig. 2. A and B are the                 
ideal non-reconstructed surfaces with 2×1 and 3×1 periodicities, respectively. Labels a​x and s​x             
(x=1,2,3) stand for adsorption and substitution positions on the surfaces, respectively. The            
nomenclature for the surface reconstructions goes as follows: (reconstruction periodicity).(metal          
added).(position of adsorption/substitution). Hence, reconstructions A.Fe.a​1 and A.Fe.a​2 have         
2×1 periodicities with an Fe atom adsorbed in positions a​1 and a​2​, respectively. The same goes                
for A.Ga.a​1 and A.Ga.a​2 but with Ga atoms. Reconstruction A.Ga.s​1 has a 2×1 periodicity with a                
Ga atom substituting the Fe atom in position s​1​. Similarly, reconstructions B.Fe.a​3 and B.Ga.a​3              
have 3×1 periodicities with Fe/Ga atoms adsorbed in position a​3​, respectively. Finally,            
reconstructions B.Fe.s​2 and B.Ga.s​3 have a 3×1 periodicities with Fe/Ga atoms substituted in             
positions s​2 and s​3​, respectively. Notice that adsorption positions can be filled with both metals               
whilst substitutions only with one. This happens because one atom replacing another identical             
one leaves the surface intact. Inversion symmetry was kept on every cell, therefore having two               
equivalent surfaces. Empty spaces of ~11 Å separate the surfaces in order to avoid interaction               
with their equivalent surface. 
Since we are treating with a different number of atoms in each surface reconstruction,              
total energies of these systems are not comparable, so the stability of them needs to be assessed                 
by using first-principles thermodynamics [42, 49]. To apply this formalism we must consider             
thermal equilibrium between vacuum (reservoir), surface, and bulk. So each change in energy             
due to the addition or removal of atoms is registered by their corresponding chemical potentials.               
For condensed phases, chemical potentials are defined as the total energy per atom of their most                
stable bulk structure, the one existing in nature [42]. 
This theory was applied to compare the different surfaces because the stoichiometry was             
different among them. The expression for the SFE in the proposed system is found to be: 
F E  S = 12A E −μ Δμ[ slab bulk n n( 61 F e + 21 Ga) − n − n( 61 F e 21 Ga)]    (1) 
where ​A is the surface area, ​E​slab is the final energy of the surface, ​n​Fe and ​n​Ga are the numbers of                     
atoms of each element present in the surface, and μ​Fe​, μ​Ga​, ​and μ​bulk ​are the chemical potentials of                  
the Fe, Ga and D0​3​-Fe​3​Ga bulk structures, respectively. The SFE was plotted from Ga-rich (–Δ​H​f               
≤ Δμ ≤ 0) to Fe-rich conditions (0 ≤ Δμ ≤ Δ​H​f ​), where Δ​H ​f​, which defines the allowed growth                    
limits, is the Fe​3​Ga formation enthalpy, defined as Δ​H​f ​= 3 ​μ​Fe​+ ​μ​Ga​−​μ​bulk​. The formation enthalpy              
was found to be 0.188 eV/Fe​3​Ga unit (D0​3 phase), which has an excellent agreement with the                
reported values of 0.376 ± 0.58 [50] and 0.416 ± 0.328 eV/Fe​3​Ga unit [51]. However, reported                
values are not as precise as one would hope, making the equality of signs between calculated and                 
reported values the most significant parameter. A positive value under this definition means that              
the D0​3 phase is more stable than its constituents (Fe and Ga chemical potentials) and otherwise                
if negative. 
Results of the stability analysis are plotted in Fig 3a, the lowest energy values are related                
to the most stable surfaces. Note that the Fe terminated surface (A surface) is not stable under                 
any range of chemical potential. On the other hand, the stable surfaces are the FeGa ideally                
terminated surface (B surface) in a 1×1 simple reconstruction (for Fe rich conditions) and the               
3×1 reconstruction induced in the B surface by making it rich in Ga. To do this, an Fe atom of                    
the first layer has been exchanged by a Ga atom, which leads to a stable structure, the B.Ga.s​3                  
reconstruction. This surface is stable from Ga intermediate to Ga rich conditions, see Fig 3a. The                
stability range of this reconstruction is expected since we are generating surfaces with a certain               
lack of Fe on the first layer. No 2×1 reconstructions were stable. Note that Fe adsorbed on the Fe                   
terminated surface generates the less stable reconstructions, Fe adsorbed on the FeGa terminated             
surface diminishes its stability. Fe substitution on the FeGa-terminated surface is also unstable.             
Note that the structures stabilize as they increase their Ga content. So, it is to be expected that Ga                   
layers could be engineered in this system. Similar results reporting stable Ga layers have recently               
appeared in the literature [52]. 
In Fig 3b it is plotted the effect of the maximum induced strain due to the substrate.                 
Generally speaking, in an experimental growth procedure the film experiences an elongation or             
contraction of its lattice parameter in order to match the one imposed by the substrate. Here we                 
simulate the maximum strain induced by the MnN substrate on the D0​3​-Fe​3​Ga and analyze how               
it affected the stability of the favored models. Note that the lattice mismatch between MnN and                
D0​3​-Fe​3​Ga is of ~3%, small enough to assure epitaxial growth with the minimum quantity of               
defects at the interface. The interface analysis considering surface effects is a matter of a               
complete study and is beyond the scope of this work. In​duced strain reduces the growth limit                
imposed by the formation enthalpy, from 0.188 to 0.156 eV/Fe​3​Ga unit when under ~3% of               
strain. Stable models were also fully optimized with the ne​w lattice parameter (~3% larger). Note               
that the 1×1 FeGa terminated surface experiences a decrease in stability, being achievable just              
for very rich Fe conditions. On the other hand, the 3×1 B.Ga.s​3 structure gains stability and is                 
favored for almost all growth conditions. Our results indicate that the extra Ga atoms on the 3×1                 
surface help to stabilize the 3×1 reconstruction under such strain and it may be the reason why                 
FeGa clean surface only appears as small patches all over the STM images. 
3.3 Scanning tunneling microscopy analysis: DFT and experimental data 
Since our main goal in this manuscript is to explain the row-structure appearing in the               
D0​3​-Fe​3​Ga thin films, we proceed to compare the theoretical Tersoff-Hamann STM images with             
the experimental results. In the Fe-Ga phase diagram, films containing 15 % to 23 % Ga grow in                  
a mixed phase of disordered A​2 and ordered tetragonal D0​3​, above 23% phases of B​2 and D0​3                 
coexist [34,44]. The samples were prepared under Ga concentrations (~23%) which would be             
predominately the D0​3 ​phase as explained before. From the bulk crystalline phase diagram,             
accessing the different phases depends critically on the formation temperatures and quenching            
rates [44,53]. While these formation windows tend to be similar for thin-film growths, it is               
worthwhile to note in the theoretical phase diagram the D0​3 ​is the ground state crystallization for                
this concentration [53]. 
As mentioned before, it was found from STM observations a row-structure formation on             
Fe-Ga thin films with a ~23% Ga concentration [34]. A well-ordered (3×1) structure with a row                
spacing of 12.8 ± 0.5 Å (short rows) and a dislocated (4.5×1) structure with a row spacing of                  
18.6 ± 0.5 Å (wide rows) were observed, see Figure 4(a). Although conclusions regarding the               
surface structures were not drawn. Through the use of DFT and TH-STM images we are able to                 
untangle the makeup of the observed row-structure. 
Since the A​2 structure is α-Fe with random Ga substitutions, it would seem unlikely that                
an ordered surface structure would emerge. If this row-structure does arise from an A​2 phase it                
would be a (6×1) and (9×1) surface structure for the short and wide rows respectively. This                
would be a scenario with large surface unit cells and many equivalent unoccupied substitution              
sites between the rows, leading one to suspect this as an unlikely scenario given the high                
concentration of Ga and the well-ordered surface. 
In turn, this leads us to investigate the D0​3 ​phase as the candidate to host the                
row-structure. There are two possible ideal terminations, an FeGa termination (B surface) and an              
Fe termination (A surface) as shown in Figure 2. It is found from the SFE calculations in Figure                  
3a, the ideal Fe surface has higher energy than the ideal FeGa surface (labeled A and B                 
respectively in the SFE plot). There is a clear trend in SFE data, if you start with ideal Fe (or                    
FeGa) termination and add more Fe it becomes even more unfavorable, however by adding Ga               
the favorability improves.  
With the SFE trend in mind, starting with the Fe layer and adding an Fe to (6×1) or (9×1)                   
would be unfavorable as adding more Fe increases energy. In the case of a Ga replacement, this                 
would improve the energy favorability, but so little Ga is being added that it would be                
approximately equal to the ideal Fe SFE. Furthermore, for more densely Ga substituted Fe              
surfaces the SFE is still significantly higher than the ideal and substituted FeGa terminations.              
Therefore, we focus on the FeGa termination and substitutions that could give rise to the               
observed row-structure.  
Both Fe and Ga substitutions of the ideal FeGa termination are considered when             
modeling the well-ordered (3×1) structure. A Ga substituted (3×1) structure is found with lower              
energy than the ideal (1×1) FeGa terminated surface, see Figure 1(c-d). Theoretical TH-STM             
images of the two lowest energy (3×1) and (1×1) structures are computed where the (3×1)               
produces a pronounced row-structure, see Figure 1(d). Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of the             
experimental and theoretical STM images are shown in Figure 1(e-g). A line of dense k-points               
corresponds to the (3×1) row-structure, as indicated by the green arrows in figure 1(e,f). While               
FFT of the (3×1) TH-STM image has additional weaker k-points in a square array (see blue                
arrow) corresponding to the underlying FeGa surface structure. The FFT of the experimental             
STM image lacks the additional weaker k-points, however, this is to be expected from the               
real-space image as only possible weak hints of atomic resolution are present. The FFT of the                
ideally terminated (1×1) FeGa surface shows a square array of 4 k-points indicated by the blue                
arrow in Figure 1(g). Overall, good agreement is achieved between the experimental STM and              
TH-STM images enabling us to determine the (3×1) row-structure as a Ga-substituted FeGa             
terminated surface. 
Further work experimentally and theoretically is needed to untangle the details of the             
(4.5×1) row-structure. We suspect this is a Ga-substitution given the SFE trend and that wide               
rows can coexist within short rows as seen in Figure 1(a) marked by S W S. There are                  
additionally unresolved regions, as indicated by the dotted light blue boarders, where the (3×1)              
structure did not completely substitute the termination in Ga, this would be the ideal terminated               
FeGa surface although we lack the resolution to resolve the square lattice. Further work should               
be done to increase the resolution of the row-structures and unresolved regions to pin down               
additional details that cannot be achieved from this analysis. 
 
4. Conclusions 
This paper presented ​ab initio calculations together with experimental STM          
measurements to study the Fe​3​Ga(001) surfaces. The magnetostrictive behavior of the bulk D0​3             
phase was studied when expanding the unit cell isotropically and anisotropically (in-plane), and             
it was associated with a weak Fe-Ga hybridization on the Fe layers. An FeGa terminated 1×1                
surface and a row-like 3×1 reconstruction -FeGa terminated surface with a first-layer Fe             
exchanged by Ga each three unit cells- are the thermodynamically stable structures. Theoretical             
and experimental STM images were compared and found a close agreement, showing a distance              
between the stripe-like domains of ~12.3 Å. When strain is induced to the stable surfaces, the                
3×1 reconstruction turns to be the only favored demonstrating that extra Ga atoms help to               
stabilize the stripe-like domain patterns. Our study is a step towards the understanding of the               
magnetostrictive Fe​3​Ga atomic reconstructions, posing this system as a candidate to be used as              
part of magnetic heterojunctions with potential applications in spintronics devices. 
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7. Figures 
 
Fig 1. Results from the bulk structure calculations. (a) Atomic structure of the magnetostrictive              
D0​3​-Fe​3​Ga alloy. Red (magenta) spheres represent the Fe (Ga) atoms. Crystallographic axes are added for               
the sake of spatial orientation. (b) Energy vs volume plot. Blue, magenta, and orange correspond to                
Ferromagnetic, Antiferromagnetic, and Non-magnetic structures, respectively. (c) Total and projected          
Density Of States of the most stable ferromagnetic structure. Black, dashed green, green, and red               
represent the total density of states, Fe(1)-d orbitals, Fe(2)-d orbitals, and Ga-p orbitals contributions to               
the DOS, respectively. (d) Fe magnetic moments vs strain plots. Continuous and dashed lines correspond               
to isotropic and in-plane applied strain, respectively. Perpendicular dot-dash-dot lines indicate the strains             
applied to D0​3​-Fe​3​Ga by different substrates: 2.48%, 2.71%, and 2.94% for Mn​3​N​2​, MgO, and MnN,               
respectively. 
  
 
Fig 2. ​Top and front views of the proposed surface terminations and the most stable reconstruction. A is                  
an ideal Fe-only terminated (1×1) surface. B is an ideal FeGa-terminated (1×1) reconstruction. Positions              
a​1​, a​2​, a​3 stand for adsorption sites and s​1​, s​2​, s​3 stand for atomic substitutions. Configuration B.Ga.s​3 is a B                    
surface with a Ga substitution in position s​3​. 
  
 Fig 3. ​Surface Formation Energies as defined in Eq. (1) for (a) the proposed Fe​3​Ga(001) surfaces. A and                  
B are the ideal non-reconstructed surfaces with 2×1 and 3×1 periodicities, respectively. Labels a​x and s​x                
(x=1,2,3) stand for adsorption and substitution positions on the surfaces, respectively. The nomenclature             
for the surface reconstructions goes as follows: (reconstruction periodicity).(metal added).(position of           
adsorption/substitution). Hence, reconstructions A.Fe.a​1 and A.Fe.a​2 have 2×1 periodicities with an Fe            
atom adsorbed in positions a​1 and a​2​, respectively. The same goes for A.Ga.a​1 and A.Ga.a​2 but with Ga                  
atoms. Reconstruction A.Ga.s​1 has a 2×1 periodicity with a Ga atom substituting the Fe atom in position                 
s​1​. Similarly, reconstructions B.Fe.a​3 and B.Ga.a​3 have 3×1 periodicities with Fe/Ga atoms adsorbed in              
position a​3​, respectively. Finally, reconstructions B.Fe.s​2 and B.Ga.s​3 have a 3×1 periodicities with Fe/Ga              
atoms substituted in positions s​2 and s​3​, respectively. (b) effect of the maximum strain on the stability as                  
induced by a MnN substrate (~3%) for the most stable models only. Formation enthalpy experiences a                
reduction of 8 meV/atom. Lower yellow and blue lines correspond to B.Ga.s​3​ and B models, respectively. 
  
 
Fig 4. Experimental and theoretical STM images of the D0​3​-Fe​3​Ga surface. (a) Experimental STM image               
showing two row-structures, a well-ordered set of short rows (3×1) are indicated with a white S and a set                   
of wide rows (4.5×1) are indicated by gray W. Unresolved regions are marked by a light blue dotted line.                   
Atomic contrast was enhanced by Laplacian filtering. (b) Zoomed view of the experimental (3×1)              
row-structure. (c) Tersoff-Hamann-STM image of a (3×1) Ga substituted ideal FeGa termination layer of              
the Fe​3​Ga crystal showing a row-structure in good agreement with the experiment. (c)             
Tersoff-Hamann-STM image of the ideal (1×1) FeGa termination. (e-g) FFT of the experimental and              
theoretical STM images in (b-d) respectively. A dense line of k-points indicates the row-structure (green               
arrows), while the (1×1) lattice can be seen as a square lattice of k-points (blue arrows). 
